Interference Analysis on Kalray MPPA-256
Kalray MPPA-256: A Many-core Processor*
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* 2nd generation code-named Bostan
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,→ Response Time Equation
Considering a task set Γ = {τ0, . . . , τn}
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,→ Applications: automotive, avionics,. . .
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◦ Represented as a Direct Acyclic Graph
◦ Execution order constrained by task dependencies
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Response times of Γ
R = { R0 , . . . , Rn }

Release dates of Γ
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,→ Observations
◦ Task τ0 runs alone on the processor without a penalty
◦ Tasks τ1 and τ2 run concurrently and interfere

/ Time in isolation

o Interference depends on release dates and response times
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,→ Assumptions
◦ Non-preemptive static scheduling: ICORE = ICRPD = 0

4. Response Time Analysis Framework
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◦ Response times depend on release dates to account for interference
◦ Release dates depend on response times to respect the dependencies
,→ Fixed-point algorithm to solve the problem
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